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Issue

Specific 

Issue Date Duration Air Time Story Content Reporter

Arts & 

Life sports 6/3/19 0:03:31 5-9am

Marshawn 

Lynch's 

silence

Marshawn Lynch was 

interesting to watch, on or 

off the football field. The 

former Seattle Seahawk is 

now on the big screen in a 

documentary called "Lynch: 

A History,"• by author and 

University of Washington 

Angela King, 

Ross 

Reynolds

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/3/19 0:50:56 noon

This year 

saw a drop 

in people 

occupying 

their 

Counting the Seattleites 

living in their vehicles. 

Engaging with round earth 

skeptics. And reliving the 

dread of school dress Bill Radke

Arts & 

Life

preserva

tion 6/3/19 0:04:40 3-6:30pm

It's crunch 

week for 

people 

trying to 

save the 

Showbox

The Showbox is fighting for 

its survival. This week, the 

future of the storied Seattle 

music venue will be 

discussed at two public 

hearings: Tuesday 

afternoon at the City 

Joshua 

McNichols, 

Kim Malcolm

Health

environ

ment 6/4/19 0:04:17 5-9am

Dry 

cleaning 

(and its 

toxic 

King County wants all the 

dry cleaners in the county 

to switch to wet cleaning 

technology by 2025. The Eilis O'Neill

Speakers 

Forum

Arts & 

Life 6/4/19 0:59:04 7pm & 11pm

The filthy 

truth about 

everything, 

Enjoy this roller coaster of a 

conversation with a one-of-

a-kind cinema legend John O'Brien

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/4/19 0:49:17 noon

Meat 

thieves and 

Divine: 

John 

Waters in 

Everyone's favorite 

reprobate. Co-ed cheers at 

Seahawks games. Doug 

Baldwin on public 

discourse. And Sara Bill Radke

Arts & 

Life

food, 

culture 6/4/19 0:03:53 3-6:30pm Eid

Tuesday night many 

Muslims will celebrate Eid, 

a festival to mark the end of 

Ramadan, the Muslim holy 

month of fasting. Often 

there's a feast, and the 

foods are as diverse as the Ruby de Luna
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The 

Record Science 6/4/19 0:18:00 noon

How to talk 

to a flat-

earther

When Lee McIntyre first 

showed up at the Flat Earth 

International Conference, 

he put his badge on and 

kept his mouth shut.  

The mood he said was 

celebratory. After all, many 

flat-earthers, as they're 

called, are radicalized over 

online videos and don't 

have a lot of opportunities 

Bill Radke, 

Sarah 

Leibovitz

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/5/19 0:51:00 noon

Grow up -

but don't 

forget how 

to play like 

a kid

Tricksters of stage, screen, 

and western Seattle. One 

business owner on 

homelessness in SODO. 

Missing faces at the Seattle 

International Dance 

Festival. And what does it Bill Radke

The 

Record travel 6/5/19 0:17:00 noon

Going 

beyond 

guilt trips

Reflections on mindful 

travel in an unequal world. 

Adwoa 

Gyimah-

Brempong

Immigrat

ion

Arts & 

Life 6/7/19 0:04:52 3-6:30pm

23 couples, 

12 hours, 1 

massive 

wedding

Summer kicks off a flurry of 

weddings. In Central 

Washington, one small 

town went big with 23 

couples tying the knot, all Esmy Jimenez

Politics

Incarcer

ation 6/5/19 0:04:50 5-9am

Suicides in 

Northwest 

jail 

highlights 

risk for 

Native 

American 

inmates

On Feb. 26, 2014, staff 

booked Shannon Jefferson 

into the Whatcom County 

Jail for a probation violation 

and failing to appear in 

court on a fourth degree 

assault charge. 

Twelve days later, Jefferson 

tied a bed sheet to the 

window in her isolation cell 

Austin 

Jenkins

Politics

develop

ment 6/6/19 0:03:49 5-9am

A uncertain 

future for 

Rainier 

Beach

In Rainier Beach, non-profit 

groups want any 

development that comes in 

to help the neighbors who 

live there now. And 

development seems likely, 

as recent upzones raise the 

height limit on some 

properties from four stories 

to twelve. Developers are 

holding their cards close to 

Joshua 

McNichols
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Arts & 

Life culture 6/7/19 0:04:06 3-6:30pm

Marcie 

Sillman's 

weekend 

culture 

picks, June 

7-9

June is here, complete with 

what seems like endless 

daylight and warmer 

temperatures. The first 

week of June is also a time 

for big cultural happenings; 

KUOW's Arts and Culture 

reporter Marcie Sillman has 

Marcie 

Sillman

Speakers 

Forum Politics 6/6/19 0:55:18 7pm & 11pm

The CIA's 

Special 

Activities 

Annie Jacobsen takes a 

close look at â€œthe tip of 

the tip of the spearâ€• 

John O'Brien

Arts & 

Life history 6/6/19 0:05:29 3-6:30pm

130 years 

ago, the 

Great 

Seattle Fire 

changed 

Kim Malcolm talks with 

MOHAI's Leonard Garfield 

about the Great Seattle Fire 

of 1889, and how it 

changed Seattle forever. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Race

commun

ity 6/7/19 0:07:36 3-6:30pm

Black flight 

in Seattle's 

Central 

District is in 

Black flight in Seattle's 

Central District is in the 

past. The African American 

community there is hard at 

Kim Malcolm, 

Katherine 

Banwell

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/6/19 0:50:25 noon

Gov. 

Inslee's 

heading for 

the big 

Climate change debates, 

carbon offsets, and 

embracing a family's 

transformation. 

Bill Radke

Week In 

Review 6/7/19 0:49:47 noon

Week in 

Review: 

Rescued 

climbers, 

rescued 

Showbox?

Bill Radke reviews the 

week's news with 

cofounder of The Evergrey 

MÃ³nica GuzmÃ¡n, former 

state legislator Jessyn 

Farrell and documentary Bill Radke

Speakers 

Forum

Arts & 

Life 6/7/19 0:40:02 7pm & 11pm

Tiny 

Beautiful 

Things finds 

The healing advice, power 

and art of Dear Sugar 

John O'Brien

Health drugs 6/11/19 0:00:00 3-6:30pm

Critics 

question 

ethics of 

study on 

marijuana 

The University of 

Washington is reevaluating 

the ethics of an upcoming 

study of the effects of 

marijuana on unborn Ann Dornfeld

Environm

ent Orcas 6/7/19 0:04:04 5-9am

What are 

that new 

baby orca's 

chances of 

surviving?

The calf, still ruddy and 

wrinkled from its time in 

the womb, brings the 

endangered population of 

southern resident killer John Ryan

Speakers 

Forum politics 6/9/19 0:58:17 7pm & 11pm

Warning 

signs of the 

fire season 

ahead and 

Vital civic discussions, with 

an optional cocktail 

John O'Brien
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Speakers 

Forum

race and 

equity 6/14/19 0:56:25 7pm & 11pmIgnite 39 

Bravery meets humor as 

speakers share quirky 

stories.   

Sonya Harris

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/10/19 0:44:15 noon

Why cities 

can't afford 

to solve 

homelessn

ess

The homelessness crisis 

makes cities victims of their 

own success. Salesforce 

comes to Seattle. 

Washington gets an 

icebreaker (not that kind). 

And housing goes on the Bill Radke

Arts & 

Life

World 

Cup 6/11/19 0:05:47 3-6:30pm

Can the 

U.S. 

women 

repeat as 

World Cup 

champions

Kim Malcolm talks with 

Lesle Gallimore about the 

2019 Women's World Cup, 

and the outlook for the 

United States Women's 

National Soccer Team. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/11/19 0:51:17 noon

Following 

the trail of 

wildlife 

poachers 

with 

elephant 

poo

â€œFeces is the most 

accessible wildlife product 

in natureâ€• -how that could 

help stop the illegal trade of 

ivory. A dispatch from the 

project Booked and Buried. 

And a look at corruption at 

the highest levels of FIFA, 

with fallout that continues Bill Radke

The 

Record

environ

ment 6/12/19 0:00:00 noon

Saving 

Elephants 

The world is dealing with an 

unprecedented spike in 

illegal wildlife trade, 

threatening to overturn 

Sarah 

Leibovitz, Bill 

Radke

Arts & 

Life culture 6/13/19 0:04:23 3-6:30pm

Marcie 

Sillman's 

weekend 

culture 

picks, June 

14-16

The Northwest festival 

season really gets 

underway in June, and this 

weekend revelers have 

their choice of celebratory 

gatherings. KUOW's Arts 

and Culture reporter 

Marcie Sillman has a round 

Marcie 

Sillman
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Arts & 

Life

homeles

s 6/14/19 0:03:55 3-6:30pm

Finding 

hope for 

life off the 

streets

The first thing you notice 

about Raymond Power is 

his smile, wide and 

welcoming.  

The second thing you see 

are the tattoos that wrap 

around his forearms, creep 

over the collar of his button-

down shirt, and drip out of 

the corner of an eye down 

to his cheekbone. â€œThe 

tattoos are a big barrier,â€• 

Power says about his search 

Marcie 

Sillman

The 

Record

environ

ment 6/12/19 0:12:00 noon

Seattle to 

welcome a 

new heavy 

ice cutter 

For the first time in 40 

years, the U.S. is getting a 

new heavy ice cutter to join 

the Coast Guard's Polar Star 

and the Polar Sea, whose 

home port is Seattle. 

Democratic Senator Patty 

Murray said ice breakers 

play a critical role in our 

national security and are 

â€œa strategic asset in our 

nation's efforts to promote 

Bill Radke, 

Alison Bruzek

RadioActi

ve Politics 6/27/19 0:03:48 3-6:30pm

'They're so 

complacent

.' What 

these youth 

activists say 

about 

grown-ups

When a group of K-12 

students confronted 

Senator Dianne Feinstein 

for not supporting the 

Green New Deal, she put up 

her dukes. 

 

Jadenne 

Radoc 

Cabahug

Arts & 

Life

food, 

culture 6/12/19 0:04:04 3-6:30pm

This Seattle 

chef's food 

is a story of 

straddling 

two worlds

Aaron Verzosa and Amber 

Manuguid remember being 

embarrassed at school 

lunches because their food 

was different. But today, 

the couple showcase their 

Filipino heritage through Ruby de Luna
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Politics housing 6/13/19 0:04:19 3-6:30pm

It's 

McMansion

s vs 

Cottages at 

Seattle City 

Council

The fight to bring more 

backyard cottages and 

granny flats to residential 

zones in Seattle has a new 

twist. A bill that would 

make them easier to build -

would also ban super-sized 

homes. That bill comes up 

for an important committee 

vote in the city council on 

Tuesday. It highlights the 

tension between people 

Joshua 

McNichols

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/13/19 0:45:15 noon

Are golf 

courses the 

solution to 

affordable 

housing?

Seattle's trying to decide if 

it should keep its four 

public golf courses as is. 

The US Women's soccer 

team set a new record! 

Would embracing air 

conditioning make us less Bill Radke

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/13/19 0:51:26 noon

Who's your 

daddy?

ISO the father, via science 

and society. What will tech 

giants' affordable housing 

money fund? Is teriyaki on 

the wane in Seattle? Is 

Alexa listening to your kids? 

And another tale of cold 

cases revived through DNA Bill Radke

Politics

technolo

gy 6/14/19 0:05:00 5-9am

How an 

Amazon 

pledge 

figures in 

the politics 

of housing

Amazon and Microsoft this 

week pledged $5 million 

each to build housing for 

homeless people in the 

Seattle area. Is there a 

political effect of this kind Angela King

Business

aerospac

e 6/16/19 0:03:52 5-9am

How does 

Boeing 

change the 

subject at 

the Paris 

Air Show?

All eyes will again be on 

Boeing when The Paris Air 

Show begins Monday. But 

the reasons will be different 

this year with the 

company's 737 Max planes 

still grounded after those 

Angela King, 

Carolyn 

Adolph

Week In 

Review

environ

ment 6/14/19 0:50:39 noon

Week in 

Review: 

Housing 

and 

Lawsuits 

Galore

Bill Radke reviews the 

week's news with Geekwire 

civic editor Monica 

Nickelsburg, Crosscut 

reporter David Kroman, and 

Seattle Times reporter Bill Radke
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Speakers 

Forum

race and 

equity 6/15/19 0:51:16 7pm & 11pm

Bold family, 

parent and 

child: Jodie 

A mother charts her and 

her son's declarations of 

self John O'Brien

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/17/19 0:50:40 noon

The view 

from a 

Shanghai 

taxi

A veteran NPR 

correspondent's drive for 

the story. A tale of two 

counties. Forced 

conservatorship in San 

Francisco. And some of 

what we don't know we Bill Radke

Growth

real 

estate 6/18/19 0:07:55 3-6:30pm

Game-of-

Thrones-

level drama 

over this 

West 

Seattle 

parking lot

Seattle is famous for its 

neighborhoods -but epic 

growth is bringing big 

changes, and lots of 

tension. One place that 

tension's bubbling over is in 

parking lots. They're an 

obvious place to build 

housing, but merchants 

Joshua 

McNichols

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/18/19 0:51:03 noon

A whale of 

a view

Gray whale as lawn 

ornament. A chat with the 

new head of the Nature 

Conservancy. And the case 

for incrementalism. 

Bill Radke

Environm

ent pollution 6/19/19 0:04:04 5-9am

SEDAN 

OVERBOAR

D! Here's 

how cars 

wound up 

Dotting the sea floor is 

something you wouldn't 

expect in this remote and 

watery wilderness: crushed 

cars, with Canadian bumper John Ryan

Arts & 

Life culture 6/21/19 0:04:33 3-6:30pm

Marcie 

Sillman's 

weekend 

culture 

picks, June 

21-23

We celebrate the solstice 

this weekend; in the Pacific 

Northwest that means 

hours of daylight, outdoor 

activities and the legendary 

Fremont Fair and Solstice 

Parade. KUOW's Arts and 

Culture reporter Marcie 

Sillman rounded up a few 

Marcie 

Sillman

Arts & 

Life

governm

ent 6/19/19 0:06:30 3-6:30pm Seattle

Kim Malcolm talks with 

author John Hamann about 

the history of Seattle's Fort 

Lawton. Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Environm

ent nature 6/21/19 0:04:32 3-6:30pm

Have you 

seen this 

little guy?

Rabbits seem to be 

multiplying - no, honestly! 

Eastern Cottontail rabbits 

are everywhere!

Kim Malcolm, 

Katherine 

Banwell
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Speakers 

Forum

environ

ment 6/19/19 0:55:24 7pm & 11pm

Is 

catastrophi

c wild fire 

and smoke 

Forest fires threaten our 

region. This PacSci panel 

discussion considers 

solutions 

John O'Brien

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/19/19 0:50:21 noon

Is Seattle's 

soda tax 

succeeding 

or failing?

Seattle's been taxing 

sweetened beverages for 

over a year now. Meet the 

first-ever LGBTQ committee 

chair of  the NAACP. We get 

a Boeing update from the 

Paris Air Show. And retired 

soccer star Abby Wambach 

talks about the fight for Bill Radke

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/20/19 0:50:37 noon

How to 

avoid 

crowded 

hiking trails 

this 

summer

Tips and tricks from a 

National Park Expert. Single-

family zoning is practically 

gospel in America. Seattle 

isn't the only city in the 

midst of a homelessness 

crisis. Presidential hopefuls 

are open to the idea of 

expanding the Supreme Bill Radke

Politics elections 6/20/19 0:02:28 3-6:30pm

Sawant's 

labor critic 

says lost 

endorseme

nt should 

be no 

surprise

This week the Martin 

Luther King County Labor 

Council endorsed Zachary 

DeWolf over incumbent 

Kshama Sawant for Seattle 

City Council in District 3. 

They point to five major 

differences they've had Amy Radil

Politics elections 6/21/19 0:04:33 5-9am

Friday 

Politics: 

Enter the 

Chamber

Seattle's City Council 

elections picked up steam 

this week, with a few key 

endorsements rolling in. 

KUOW's Angela King looks 

at who the city's business 

community is backing with 

political commentators Joni 

Balter of the Seattle Angela King

Week In 

Review 6/21/19 0:50:42 noon

Governor 

Inslee's 

hero and is 

it a change 

election 

year?

Bill Radke reviews the 

week's news with Joni 

Balter, host of the Seattle 

Channel's Civic Cocktail, Eli 

Sanders, associate editor of 

The Stranger, and Dahlia 

Bazzaz, education reporter Bill Radke
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Environm

ent outdoors 6/24/19 0:00:00 noon

How to 

avoid the 

crowds on 

your 

It's summer time in Seattle, 

which means many popular 

trails are bound to be 

packed -but don't be Bill Radke

Arts & 

Life

develop

ment 6/24/19 0:03:51 3-6:30pm

These 

gardeners 

must raise 

Here's why they think 

they'll succeed. Joshua 

McNichols

Health

technolo

gy 6/21/19 0:04:20 3-6:30pm

Alexa can 

tell if 

you're 

going into 

cardiac 

arrest -and 

Researchers at the 

University of Washington 

have taught smart devices 

how to correctly identify 

the staggered breathing of 

someone going into cardiac 

Kim Malcolm, 

Casey Martin

Educatio

n

race and 

equity 6/25/19 0:04:25 5-9am

From home 

away from 

home to 

chaos: The  

unraveling 

Fourth- and fifth-graders 

smoking the bathroom. Kids 

attacking each other ... and 

their teachers. Students 

afraid to walk home from Ann Dornfeld

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/24/19 0:48:22 noon

More 

Democratic 

candidates 

seduced by 

the lure of 

student 

loan 

cancelation

Sallie Mae is about to feel 

the Bern. The Showbox 

game of Hot Potato 

continues apace. 

Congregations get serious 

about sanctuary. Some 

parking lots, however, are 

not so easily converted to 

towers. And the frisky four-

legged fire prevention Bill Radke

Arts & 

Life

homeles

s 6/26/19 0:03:52 3-6:30pm

This Seattle 

culinary 

program 

helps 

people get 

out of 

The next time you're at a 

Seattle restaurant, the 

person cooking your food 

could be a graduate of 

FareStart, a non-profit that 

provides food service Ruby de Luna

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/25/19 0:52:09 noon

You can't 

believe 

your eyes

Beware the Photoshop of 

videos. The Oregon 

Republican Senate 

delegation has R-U-N-N-O-F-

T. The impact of war, and 

failure, on many men. And 

Mike O'Brien wants to bring Bill Radke

Speakers 

Forum Politics 6/25/19 1:17:16 7pm & 11pm

More guns 

than 

people.' 

Thom 

Hartmann 

takes on 

Author Thom Hartmann 

argues that the intent 

inherent in the concept of 

â€œa well regulated 

militiaâ€• was warped in 

relatively recent years, John O'Brien
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The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/26/19 0:50:55 noon

What 

happens in 

Moscow 

stays in 

Moscow

The CIA Chief of Disguise 

comes clean. Gear up for a 

summer of smoke on the 

water and fire in the skies. 

The cold case that could 

change what it means to 

take a DNA test. And: Bill Radke

Politics

environ

ment 6/27/19 0:04:40 5-9am

Jay Inslee's 

5 minutes 

of debate 

fame: What 

did he do 

Five minutes of debate time 

-that's all Washington Gov. 

Jay Inslee got Wednesday 

night. Here's what he did 

with his fleeting moments. Amy Radil, 

Angela King

Environm

ent

climate 

change 6/28/19 0:05:02 3-6:30pm

Have you 

noticed the 

cotton fluff 

in the air?

What's up with all the white 

fluff in the air? That was 

one listener's question we 

recently answered in our 

SoundsQs podcast.  

Kyle Norris

Arts & 

Life

transgen

der 6/28/19 0:05:13 7pm & 11pm

'Ask A' 

Trangender 

person 

The KUOW Ask A series 

seeks to 

confront'otherness' 

between members of our 

community. We bring 

together groups of 

strangers from various 

walks of life. They get to 

know each other by asking 

questions and sharing 

experiences. As Pride 

festivities continued 

throughout June, KUOW's 

Ask A team took the Sonya Harris

Politics debate 6/27/19 0:04:59 5-9am

Amy Radil 

debriefs on 

A look at how Gov. Jay 

Inslee fared. 

Amy Radil

The 

Record

Arts & 

Life 6/27/19 0:51:37 noon

Jay Inslee 

hits the big 

stage (or at 

least its 

edges)

How'd our boy do on the 

national stage? How will 

you sign up to cast your 

vote? What does it mean 

that citizenship status is off 

the census (for now)? And 

how much does your vote 

matter now that partisan 

gerrymandering is fair 

game? And lastly: before Lil 

Nas X was generating Bill Radke
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Week In 

Review

Arts & 

Life 6/28/19 0:51:19 noon

Democratic 

debates 

and an 

astronaut 

returns, 

this week

Bill Radke reviews the 

week's news with C.R. 

Douglas, reporter at Q13 

News, Knute Berger, 

columnist for Crosscut, and 

Joni Balter, host of Seattle Bill Radke

Speakers 

Forum Health 6/27/19 1:20:43 7pm & 11pm

Eve Ensler 

spent 

decades 

Author Eve Ensler was the 

victim of prolonged sexual, 

physical and mental abuse John O'Brien

Politics LGBTQ 6/28/19 0:05:05 5-9am

Seattle 

Mayor 

Jenny 

Durkan 

wants 

everyone 

It's Pride Weekend in 

Seattle, and Mayor Jenny 

Durkan is the grand marshal 

of the annual parade. She 

talks about coming out ... at 

work, to her mom and as a 

Paige 

Browning

Immigrat

ion

law and 

courts 6/28/19 0:07:44 3-6:30pm

Why this 

Japanese 

Internment 

historian is 

protesting 

Trump over 

migrant 

Kim Malcolm talks with 

historian Tom Ikeda about 

the parallels he sees 

between Japanese 

Internment during World 

War II and Trump 

administration policies 

Kim Malcolm, 

Andy Hurst

Speakers 

Forum

educatio

n 6/30/19 1:13:12 7pm & 11pm

SAL's WITS 

program is 

a Puget 

Hear the results of writerly 

mentorship from area 

students 

John O'Brien

Speakers 

Forum

race and 

equity 6/19/19 0:49:13 7pm & 11pm

Dreamers 

Beware of 

the power 

of stories 

Author Imbolo Mbue has 

come a long way from 

when she imagined 

America was what she saw 

on television programs like Sonya Harris
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